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Uber's 'Accessibility Problem' Goes To Bench Trial In
Calif.
By Hannah Albarazi

Law360, San Francisco (January 19, 2022, 10:09 PM EST) -- Wheelchair users accusing Uber of
failing to accommodate people with disabilities began a California federal bench trial Wednesday with
heart-breaking memories of being stranded due to a lack of reliable transportation options, urging the
judge to make Uber's on-demand ride-hailing services accessible to all.

 
Plaintiffs Stephan Namisnak and Francis Falls, who are seeking wheelchair-accessible ride-hailing
options in New Orleans, and Scott Crawford, who is seeking the same in Jackson, Mississippi, testified
before U.S. District Judge Richard Seeborg on the bench trial's opening day, telling the judge that
they would love to use Uber but that the company refuses to accommodate them on its platform.

 
Falls, who has lived in New Orleans for decades and is a paraplegic and a left arm amputee, told
Judge Seeborg about a night in 2018 when he really could have used an Uber.

 
Falls said he was out with friends in New Orleans' French Quarter and at the end of the night his
friends called an Uber. Since Uber had no wheelchair accessible vehicles, or WAVs, Falls resorted to
pushing himself home in his wheelchair. But on the way home, Falls told the judge, he was hit by a
car and hospitalized for seven days.

 
Falls said if Uber made WAVs available in New Orleans he would certainly use them.

 
"It would be a blessing for everybody that is disabled," Falls testified.

 
During opening statements Wednesday, plaintiffs' counsel, Garret DeReus of Bizer & DeReus LLC, told
Judge Seeborg that Uber has a "deep-rooted accessibility problem" and has been treating
accessibility as an "afterthought."

 
DeReus said Uber's failure to provide WAV service in New Orleans and Jackson flouts the Americans
with Disabilities Act and that Uber must make reasonable modifications to allow people with
disabilities in those cities to use its platform.

 
But Uber and its subsidiary Rasier LLC's attorney, Ethel Johnson of Morgan Lewis & Bockius LLP, told
Judge Seeborg during openings that launching a WAV program in Jackson would be "prohibitively
expensive" for Uber.

 
If the court required Uber to roll out a WAV program there, Johnson said, it would lead to an
"inevitable snowball effect" and to the same relief being requested in "Anytown, USA."

 
The plaintiffs, who all use motorized wheelchairs, say Uber fails to make WAV service available in
their respective cities, even though it has managed to roll out the program in 11 other areas,
including Boston and Washington, D.C.

 
Uber maintains that WAVs aren't in high demand, so forcing the company to acquire fleets of WAVs
would be unreasonable, absurd and costly.

 
But the wheelchair users say Uber is not just a technology company with an app, but rather is
covered by Title III of the ADA because it's a private entity primarily engaged in the business of
transporting people and because its operations affect commerce.
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The plaintiffs also contend Uber is violating the ADA by explicitly screening out WAVs from its
platform and that it's hardly unreasonable for Uber to provide them with the requested reasonable
accommodation.

In August 2020, the Ninth Circuit rebuffed Uber's attempt to force the dispute into arbitration. A
three-judge panel of the appeals court determined that the plaintiffs sufficiently established their
standing to sue and that they weren't bound by the arbitration clause in Uber's terms and
conditions.

On Wednesday, plaintiffs' attorney, DeReus, told the judge that Uber's internal documents show that
the company itself had determined that it could fully finance WAV programs by adding an accessibility
fee of just pennies per ride to each trip.

DeReus also said that there is enough WAV supply to meet the demand but that to the extent there
are supply problems, they are of Uber's own making.

Johnson, Uber's attorney, however, said that Uber has no regulatory requirement to provide WAVs in
Jackson or New Orleans and that the ADA does not require it to make the unreasonable and cost-
prohibitive accommodations sought by plaintiffs.

Johnson said a finding in this case in plaintiffs' favor would mean that any company would have to
raise its prices to accommodate people with disabilities. Johnson said launching even a basic WAV
program in Jackson would eat up the money that Uber makes there.

But plaintiff Crawford testified Wednesday that if Uber offered WAV services in Jackson, where he
resides, it would be "life changing for the better."

"People who can drive and own their own vehicle have a spontaneity of transportation that people like
me only dream of," Crawford told the judge, recalling times when he was stranded because his
transportation fell through and had to be "rescued" by friends.

Plaintiff Namisnak, who lives in New Orleans, testified Wednesday that "being disabled is not easy,"
and that "transportation is not something that should make it harder."

He said there should be a sufficient number of WAVs in New Orleans so that he can receive
comparable service to that which Uber provides to people without disabilities.

"I, too, would like to be able to take Uber," Namisnak told the judge. "I would simply like to be their
customer."

Counsel and representatives for the parties did not immediately respond to requests for comment
Wednesday.

Namisnak, Falls and Crawford are represented by Garret DeReus of Bizer & DeReus LLC, William
Brock Most of Aqua Terra Aeris Law Group and Karla Gilbride of Public Justice PC.

Uber and its subsidiary Rasier are represented by Ethel Johnson, Anne Marie Estevez, Stephanie
Schuster and Patrick A. Harvey of Morgan Lewis & Bockius LLP.

The cases are Stephan Namisnak et al. v. Uber Technologies Inc., case number 3:17-cv-06124, and
Scott Crawford et al. v. Uber Technologies Inc., case number 3:17-cv-02664, both in the U.S. District
Court for the Northern District of California.

–Additional reporting by Linda Chiem. Editing by Michael Watanabe.
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